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Why is everybody always trying to think up a theme for Christmas? 
Isn't Christmas a theme all by itself? Like, it's right around the comer? 
Christmas does have a way of creeping up on everyone. Before you 
know it, it's Christmas Eve and you still haven't had that picture framed, 
you haven't got that video camera you ordered at the last minute, and on 
and on and on ... . Worst of all, there are a lot of people you want to see that 
can't possibly be contacted unless you have a very big Boxing Day party, 
and it's never guaranteed that everybody you ask will actually show up, 
because they are facing the same problem you are. 
What about this theme thing? Almost everyone can relate to this. 
You've heard people say; What's going to be our theme for Christmas? 
Well, the !ast time we checked, Christmas was about peace, love and 
goodwill on earth. Wow! What a concept! How about we try that one and 
see what happens. Maybe it isn't thought of as theme for Christmas because 
it's not commercially feasible. How can you decorate a school or an office 
with such a basic concept like goodwill toward all people? It is kinda 
tough. Hence, the Christmas brainstormers think up a theme that is colorful, 
crafty, clever, and lest we forget, commercially viable. 
Admittedly, Christmas would not be the same without all of the 
standard decorations and themes that give us that anxious feeling in 
anticipation of the big day. But just once it would be fun to find out what 
would happen if we all celebrated Christmas without the outrageous 
ornamental gimmickry, and instead decided to try to be really nice, really 
good, and really peaceful. 
Nab. It would never work. 
Could you imagine driving by City Hall and seeing a blank, grey 
building in the middle of December? It's unimaginable, really. How about 
stepping into a shopping mall and seeing the shops and walkways as they 
normally appear every other time of the year? It's unthinkable! Who ever 
came up with the idea of decorating the city with Christmasy stuff in 
December accomplished at least two things: We were given something to 
look at in order to remind us it is indeed the best time of the year, and we 
were given yet another economically viable manufacturing industry. What 
a theme! 
This is our last issue of the semester, kiddies, 
so have a happy holiday. 
The Other Press is Douglas College's autonomous student newspaper, 
and we've been carolling way out of season since 1976. If you haven't 
noticed us by now, then we will paint ourselves red and green and wear 
Christmas lights that blink on and off. The OP is an uncontested member 
of the Canadian University Press, and no, we are not on the WWW-Intemet 
thing yet, which make us unique. By reading this you have become a very 
special friend of ours. We will feed you skittles and red hot tamales if you 
like. Even as you read this, your brain is begging for freedom of the press. 
The Other Press is written and produced by the personality-challenged 
( oh yeah, there are some DC students giving them a band). If you want to 
come in and help out, we are not responsible for your poor table manners. 
But write us a letter, and tell us your opinion about the Free Masons, 
George Clooney's meteoric rise to stardom, or suggestions on what colour 
Naomi should dye her hair this time. 
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Reading the Walls 
I am a reader of the walls. I sit in the 
terrible frustration of my excretion and read 
the garbled outcry of my fellow Douglas 
College students. I have read many a 
writing, in many a stall, in many a language. 
I can recall times when my face was red 
. with frustration, trying to solve, to reach, 
to converse, .to understand. I have asked 
myself, "What the fuck are they trying to 
say?" It's not so bad that I can't comprehend 
their English, although I suspect that most 
of the comments are written in English as a 
Second Language (or at least should be 
enrolled in English as a Second Language.) 
It's my perdition that I must inquire but 
how? I figured that the five "W's" was a 
good place to start. 
"Why the hell is this on the wall?" was 
the first thought that entered the emptiness 
of the stall. In today's day and age you think 
that if we men wanted to voice our opinions 
we could write to, I don't know, the trusty 
school newspaper or at least pull it out and 
write on your girlfriends back but save my 
walls. There isn't any spellcheck and you 
just can't wipe it off on the sheets. There is 
no excuse for racism or any sort of 
degradation on the wall of my toilet. A good 
joke sure, a bad joke even, if that's all you 
got or maybe a nice story or poem is fine . 
All of these are good things to read, they 
may take a little longer to read because there 
is a little more thought put into them but 
that's what the break is for. Your teachers, 
if they are male, understand. If you have an 
anal female teacher, well that's another 
article. 
"Where is this stuff coming from?" is 
usually the second question I ask. We have 
some very creative comical talent in this 
school. would like to know, especially the 
people who don't ise the facilities ar just 
are not guys, that some of the best shit 
comes out of these Douglas College toilets. 
Just recently I participated on a Star Wars 
Q & A written up on the wall and some of 
the answers were hilarious and there were 
always good jokes for any situation. Great 
stuff. 
"When do people have time to do 
these things?" I am usually interrupted by 
others or forget my pen. I think that there 
are some hard-core expressionists out there 
with a lot of revolutionary ideas. In fact I've 
begun to recognize some styles of 
handwriting. Usually now I just have time 
to do replies but I would like to do some 
comedy, some day. 
"Who are we writing to?" Never forget 
that this is a man's stall you are sitting in 
when you write or read. This is a very 
important concept. We are men. We don't 
need to get girl's phone numbers from other 
guys. Remember that this is someone's 
sister or daughter and not just some easy 
piece of meat that you are giving the number 
of away. Besides, how do you start a 
conversation with a girl who's number you 
found on the wall. "Hey, I saw your number 
on the wall and it said for a good time call, 
so I thought you know, I would give you a 
call." It doesn 't work. Credo experto. 
I'm sure that some of you readers have 
been asking this question if you have read 
thus far, "What does the chicken scratch on 
the wall reflect in society?" Well if you're 
reading the good stuff it just reflects 
that there is a lot of good stl,lff to 
be said in society and maybe 
there is so much that it 
should be written 
on the walls. 
But otherwise, 
we always 
• , )>• 
knew that mankind was a little mislead, a 
little misconceived. Hell even Plato thought 
that we lived in a messed up society and 
that was two and a half thousand years ago 
and all of the great thinkers have been in 
concurrence since. Everybody knows that 
we're a bit out of the ordinary, a touch sick. 
You need a break from the disease we call 
time management and reading in the stalls 
is a great place top do it and find out just 
what mankind is really thinking. 
Why do we write on the wall? I'm sure 
someone may ask but it's because they don't 
provide reading material as intersting as we 
can write and we men know just what we 
want to hear when we have our pants at our 
ankles, bent over in labor. Besides there is 
a certain skill and challenge involved in 
writing on that angle on that kind of surface. 
Why ask why? Because we can write, we 
can read, we have functional bowels and 
we're men but I could imagine that women 
are as imaginative. 
R. 
Student 
Zhirinovsky The 
Russian Hitler? 
The latest antics of this Russian 
politician remind us of the eerie similarity 
between Zhirinovsky and Hitler. Both men 
came out of obscurity. Both wrote of an 
unhappy, troubled childhood. Hitler was 
anti-Semitic, so is Zhirinsovsky. Hitler came 
to power through the democratic process -
barring a successful assassination attempt, 
the overwhelming likelihood is that 
Zhirinovsky will win the December, 1996 
Russian Presidential Elections. 
Indeed, the situation in Russian today 
is reminiscent of conditions in Weimer 
Germany prior to Hitler coming to power -
- chaos, disillusionment and despair. These 
are the conditions ripe for a dictatorship. 
Hitler had an electrifying effect on the 
German people unmatched by any other 
politician. The same can be said of 
Zhirinovsky among Russians. Before and 
after Hitler came to power, the International 
Press ridiculed him as a clown and a 
madman. The International Press today tend 
to dismiss Zhirinovsky as the "clown 
prince," a "political jester," and "buffoon" 
much as they reacted to Hitler. This will 
prove to be a great mistake. Zhirinovsky is 
a man of destiny. His rise and fall ("upon 
the mountains of Israel") are foretold in the 
Biblical book of Ezekiel, chapters 38 and 
39. He is described as "Gog, the prince of 
Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal" NKN (now 
Russia, Mqscow, and Tubolsk). Vladimir 
Wolfovich Zhirinovsky, the man who would 
be"Gog!" 
K.U. Barett 
Guelph, Ontario 
November 28, 1995 
Dear Boyd, 
I'm not attacking you personally, I'm 
glad you aren't a rapist. I have one question 
for you- how am I supposed to know that 
you aren't a rapist? When I am walking 
down the street, mace in one hand and my 
personal alarm in the other, how am I 
supposed to know that you aren't going to 
attack me? The sad truth is that I have to 
view all men as evil. These men that do 
these terrible crimes are normal, everyday 
people. They are teachers, police, fathers, 
students, wople from all walks of life. How 
am I supposed to know? 
You say that Jet Girl is a bigot. You 
use Muslim terrorists as an example. Well, 
how about airport officials? They assume 
that everyone's a terrorist Do they not check 
everyone's luggage? Do they not send 
everyone through a metal detector? Aie they 
bigots just because they are concerned for 
the safety of airplane passengers? Am I a 
bigot because I view all men as evil and a 
threat because I know what all men are 
capable of! 
Your advise to Jet Girl about getting 
more women to report rapes upset me. I was 
a victim of sexual assault. I didn't report it. 
The thought terrified me. Boyd, have you 
ever seen a rape trial? Have you seen the 
way the victim is treated? She is treated like 
a criminal, her whole life is put on trial; she 
is humiliated, treated like a whore. All for 
what? If the animal is ever found, orifhe is 
convicted, he may get a couple of years, out 
for good behavior in a year or less. All for 
what? Justice! Your suggestion about 
changing the laws was a nice touch. It would 
be a miracle if the laws were changed, 
maybe one day my granddaughter can walk 
in the park by herself. But, what am I 
supposed to do until then? Say to my 
attacker, "ummm, excuse me will you stop 
assaulting me, the laws may change one 
day." That will be one huge deterrent. 
I'm not just talking about women, men 
are sexually assaulted as well. I'm telling 
my point of view from the victim's 
perspective. 
Yours sincerely, 
Penguin 
Get the point 
Boyd, 
Thanks for writing. You got the point 
and missed the point. The point of my 
"manbashing" article was to make people 
think about the emotions involved in sexual 
assault. You obviously thought about the 
article. It's too bad you didn't think of any 
response besides stale rhetoric. 
You thought I should do more to 
encourage women to report sexual assaults. 
If women were not assaulted they would 
have nothing to report. That is where my 
preference lies. 
You called me a bigot because I don't 
trust all men. While it is not always fair, 
we are judged by the company we keep. If 
a man assaults me, I will fmd it harder to 
trust strange men. Sad but true. Don't 
blame rtle, blame our society. 
Dia 
Richardson 
November 28 1995 
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What's queer this year? 
Queen Saffron tells all 
We started off the year at a slow 
pace, trying to get ourselves organized 
and preparing for our annual ball. 
However, we have not been neglecting 
our purpose as the Lesbian Gay and 
Bisexual Collective, which is to provide 
support and a voice for students at 
Douglas College. 
So far this year we succeeded in 
changing the policy regarding banners 
on the concourse. They can now stay 
longer then the previous restriction of 
two weeks. We also raised money for 
the annual Vancouver AIDS walk in 
which the collective walked the full 
ten kilometres. All of this led up to the 
most fabulous social event of the year, 
the LGBC ball. 
Those of you who had the 
pleasure of attending will agree that it 
was by far the most spectacular event 
that has happened at Douglas in quite 
a while. The Drag Queens were the 
highlight of the evening, but let's not 
forget the great music, 
extraordinary decorations, and the 
multitude of party people. If you were 
not able to go, there will be another 
one next year. 
If you want to know what the 
collective is up to in the upcoming 
semester, please feel free to call the 
representative at 527-5335, voice mail 
4550. 
Until next time my darlings. 
Chapters: open for business 
Great books really are the beginning 
by Rachel Young 
A new chapter in the book of retail 
has begun. Chapters Super Bookstore 
opened its doors to the public Friday, 
Nov. 24 in Eaton Centre, Metrotown. 
Chapters Inc., formed by the merge 
of SmithBooks and Coles in the spring, 
is the largest book retail chain in Canada 
and owns all Classic Book Stores, The 
Book Company, Active Minds and the 
World's Biggest Bookstore in Toronto. 
With a selec tion of 80 ,000 to 
..100,000 titles to choose from, Chapters 
offers almost everything imaginable to 
book lovers. Feature sections of the 
store include the gift shop, the largest 
CD-ROM selection in greater 
Vancouve'i and My Books, the 
children's bOok section. Also included 
is a full sized Starbucks located 
in the store for shopping 
convenience. 
"Great bookstores invite 
readers to linger and become 
gathering places for the 
community," said President 
and CEO of Chapters Inc., 
Larry Stevenson. An origoing 
array of author readings and 
signings, demonstrations and 
guest speakers will make this 
new store the gathering place 
Stevenson is hoping for. 
The opening gala for the VIP 
members of Chapters Inc. was host to 
authors such as Peter Newman and 
Jack Whyte, as well as representatives 
from various publishers, distributors and 
other business associates. At this private 
party, Stevenson said the 
original plan was to enact the 
"Wow Factor," meaning 
customers who enter the store 
drop their jaw in amazement. 
The decor has a more 
feminine look to it, as Curt Gray 
from the Support Office in 
Toronto explained. The celery 
green walls compliment the 
butter yellow ceiling, mahogany 
shelves and oak tables. There is 
a phenomenal selection of 
upscale books and gifts for those who 
are rich of mind. 
Nov. 16 saw the opening of the first 
Chapters in Burlington, Ont. and another 
is scheduled to open in the spring of 
1996. 
Meanwhile, Norm Powell, General 
Manager of the Burnaby Chapters, is the 
proud papa of an amazing store and 
deserves more than just a pat on the back 
for all the hard work he put into his store. 
With Powell head ing an excellent 
management team, there is no doubt the 
store will live up to the slogan attached 
to the Chapters' logo: Great books are 
just the beginning. 
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Mass Hysteria at DC'! J 
Students at.Douglas College 
were thrown outqfclass 
twice .Jastweekby fire 
alarms. The first occured on 
¥onday, November 20 just 
before 1 PM and the second 
l W4S' on Friday the 24th1 at J.) 
.,m.·· ~choql o]Jit:ials.blame 
an aoarchistprankster. .. This 
is cool~ .. statedonesludent, 
evidently relieved ofhis 
examination duties. "This 
sucksl" stated another, 
evidently in love with her 
philosophy instructor and 
worried about missing 
precious moments of his 
lecture. 
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What does a Jet Girl want for Christmas? 
Peace love and sex for a jet Xmas 
By Dia Richardson 
It's nearing exams, Christmas and the end of the year. I'm looking forward to the holiday season and the fun and debauchery that can 
come with it. I'd like to see this year go out with one hell of a joyous bang. 
Last year I got laid off from my job on December 30. I then came down with a miserable flu bug on December 31 and spent my New Year's 
Eve home with my child, a fever and numerous aches and pains. Even my boyfriend was thousands of miles away having a blast at the CUP 
(Canadian University Press) conference. This seemed to be an omen of how my next year would be. Miserable with numerous aches and pains. 
I swear this holiday season is going to be different, and with any luck so will 1996. (By different I definitely mean better. I don't want to 
put up with the same crap all over again.) 
So I have started a Christmas Wish List to make sure that I keep on tfcick of what is really important and vital to making my holiday season 
a righteous one. Unlike some people, my wish list does not contain anything that can be purchased at a store. The items I want are for the most part 
a little harder to obtain. 
1) On the family front, I would be really impressed if (for just this one year) everyone is talking and no one is fighting. 
2) On the global front, I hope for peace on earth, no wars and no one blowing people up. 
3) Also on the global front, I wish for happiness. Too many people find holidays depressing and spend them drunk or dead. 
4) On the school front, I hope everyone is happy with their grades. 
5) On the personal front, I hope to have good times with good friends and not be laid off. 
6) Also on the personal front, I want to find someone special that thinks I'm special too. In other words I want sex. Earlier this year I 
took a vow of celibacy that was to last until New Year's Eve. Well the new year is approaching and I'm getting horny. 
Life is only as good as you make it. So I hope all of you follow my example, put your noses to the grindstone, and work as hard 
as possible at having one hell of a wonderful holiday season. See ya next year. 
"A Great Place to wind up 
for group, class or staff 
Christmas Parties'' 
Phone: 524-9788 
Fax: 524-4983 
The Tw-el~e Da-y~ of 
Ch•'~t111a~ 
On the f'•st da.,- of Ch•'sb11as a cou•'e• L•ought to lllep a L'g Lottie of 
L•and.,-. 
On the second da.,- of cl..,stlllaS lll't' deale• fUied lll't' needp w'th a Lagg.,-
full of w'ci,[ed weed. 
On the th'•d da.,- of Ch•'st111as I had a datep w'th a hun~,[ who 111ade 111e 
feel •ealb 9•eat. 
On the fou•th da.,- of Ch•'st111as I d'dn•t answe• the doo•P cause I was stUI 
too Lus.,- w'th that hun~,[ on the floo•. 
On the f'fth da.,- of Ch•'sf111as I dashed out to Lu.,-P f'"'e Gold Co'n 
Condo111s. (L.,- th's t'111e I was totalb out). 
On the sb,th da.,- of Ch•'st111as I went out to Ma•d' G•asp to watch s'x 
peele•s w'th so111e fantast'c Lods. 
On the se,..enth da.,- of Ch•'st111as I pla.,-ed hooi,[.,-P and sta.,-ed ho111e to 
watch Mel•ose Place on TV. 
On the e'ghth da.,- of Ch•'st111as the post111an L•ought to lllep a ca•d f•o111 
111.,- dad stuffed full of 111one.,-. 
On the n'nth da.,- of Ch•'st111as I went to the Lotus to do so111e danc,ngp 
the•e I 111et a cute Uttle Llonde 'ust •'9ht fo• •o111anc,ng. 
On the tenth da.,- of Ch•'st111as I pa•t'ed all n'ghtp w'th ten f•'ends who 
showed up late at n'ght. 
On the ele ... enth da.,- of Ch•'st111as I phoned 'n s'c"P cause I was wa.,- to 
hung o ... e. to face that sh,t. 
On the twelfth da.,- of Ch•'st111as I ,..,s,ted a f•'endP and lll't' 9'ft to h'111 was 
so111e aweso111e head. 
On the th'•teenth da.,- of Ch•'st111as I went to the g.,-lllp and b'ed to wo•i,[ 
off lll't' twel"'e da.,-s of s,n. 
fiiEE1Ill 
Nights 
INCLUDES: 
JUICES - FRUIT & VEGETABLE 
MINERAL WATER & SOFT DRINKS 
PIZZA, VARIETY OF SANDWICHES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
10 
5820 Marine Drive, Bby. 
Lower Lev.el 
Marine Cold Beer 
and Wine Store 
-The University of Northern British Columbia 
is now in its second full year of operations, and 
will continue its major expansion in 1996. Our 
.,. 
award-winning central campus at Prince George 
will be welcoming doubled numbers of students 
over the next few years ... be a part of this great 
new enterprise. 
BACHELORS PROGRAMS 
• Anthropology, BA 
• Biology, BSc, with majors in: 
-Biology 
-Fisheries 
-Plant Science 
-Wildlife 
• Business Administration, 
B. Comm, with majors in: 
-Accounting 
-Finance 
-General Business 
-International Business 
-Marketing 
• Chemistry, BSc 
• Computer Science, BSc 
• Economics, BA 
• English, BA 
• Environmental Studies, BA 
• Environmental Science, BSc 
with majors in: 
-Environmental Planning 
-Environmental Science 
• First Nations Studies, BA 
• GeneralA.rts, BA 
• General Sciences, BSc 
• Geography, BA 
• Geography, BSc 
• History, BA 
• International Studies, BA 
• Mathematics, BSc 
• Natural Resources 
Management, BSc, 
with majors in: 
-Forestry 
-Fisheries 
-Wildlife 
-Resource Recreation 
and Tourism 
•Northern 
Studies (Minor) 
• Nursing, 
Post-Diploma 
Baccalaureate 
• Philosophy (Minor) 
• Physics, BSc 
• Political Science, BA 
• Psychology, BA 
• Social Work, BSW 
• Technology and 
Management, BTM 
• Women's Studies, BA 
MAsTERS PROGRAMS 
• Biology, MSc 
• Community Health 
Science, MSc 
• Education, MEd 
-Educational Counselling 
-Curriculum and Instruction 
• Environmental 
Science, MSc 
• First Nations Studies, MA 
• Gender Studies, MA 
• History, MA 
• Interdisciplinary 
Studies,MA 
• International 
Studies,MA 
• Natural Resources 
Management, MSc 
• Political Science, MA 
• Psychology, MSc 
• Social Work, MSW 
and 
Masters degrees 
by special 
arrangement. 
•Kayaking 
down 
the 
Willow 
River, 
20minutes 
from 
Prince 
George 
University of Northern British Columbia 
Office of Communications, 3333 University Way, Prince George, B.C. V2N 4Z9 
Fax Number: (604) 960-5543. Please send me more information about UNBC. 
Name: 
Address: 
City/Prov/Postal Code: Phone: 
More information can be accessed on http://quarles.unbc.edu/keen/welcome.html 
or through our 24 hour answer line 1-604-960-5666. 
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Grassroots opposition to 
educatlon transfer cuts 
.. ·"" . . ~ -· : '-'t~ 
trying to raise awareness about the 
issue. 
"I was asked to be the 
--::; 'l':~-t:t:· : :~ ,:=.-:· -~x-:-:::=::. :: ='='=~--
Cathie Cookson, CommllJ!lt):t'~D\WJ~~~~:: ', ~.,il;;~;;:::~ 
Continuing Education Department; hasbe'4~'ask~ qy·til~ J!:~~~lty :oc=l~e;r ~~!rh;;:P~~~e:;:e ~=!~:~;~::;~o:t ~c~~se my 
Association of Douglas Collageto coordjnate'alocal ~talJlp~~ > .. framework out there and then to communities and connecting with 
committee to l~bby against the federal tt~s!~r en~ to nost~:.:;," . ~;:c~~~:::~~;:~~ciation ;:!~:Sl~~~;~::;~;e:~;n~!:c~ls 
SeCOndary education. " · ·· · . , ', ... .. ; . ;,j '"' / , ., .. ~\, information out to the various and I sit on their various boards to 
When asked why she. W,as 'c)tos~a'to head. this'~onthlitt~e; w;r;{ .• areas o~~;:~!~~any people do ~~1i.:e:::; ::.~:e:~:~ 
Cathie resllonded,, by saying that she, ~~'the :lQgicai ch~~~rb~~us~ ~·, -~t ~ another matter, for example, ::~~e~~kf:;~:~~:::~~m 
lot of the wln·k tha.t S~e does !s t~ neiwQrl in the eoP.~~i¥1;. j '~ ;~~~.~: i::!7~ople who ond 'end them m to Paul Martin, I 
local ca~paign ~s jusfone .. ,ele~entq(a larg~~!Dov~!;"~~t:t~:-er~test ~"'. :,,; ~~ ~0~~~: ~=:~ ~~~~a~0c~! a ~:;:Xf!:~u~~:;~:~ of 
the cuts. The College. Institute )£ducat~~.1';\SSocia1ion <~IEA) is . ,.. .and I.exp~ct that Rita Chudnovs~ using a campaign table in the 
coor~ating !f- province-'!ide campaign 'against feder~litr_amfer cuts; ::;,:~~~~~ :;;~:~~P~;e:: ~lking ~:;:r~~:t :~~~:! ;~;~e 
particularly focusing on «!qts ~0 post-secondary edueati~il: - ' { ·~·.... \ discussion ~0 that there is an student perspective on access to 
, . .. .· . . ' . . ' ~· r . ,. , . · . ' ·. ·. .· , ·· '""* >" · 't ,., understandmg. We hope from there financial access to education. 
What follows are excerpts from her convers·ation, With OP that people begin to That's what we're 
. _::,.. $ ,>:· t··· 
reporter Gweny Wong. · · ·· · ······ ~et the idea.that this --------· doing at this point, 
1s really senous " We should've trying to connect, 
"The idea behind it [the 
campaign] was to raise the issue that 
post-secondary education is an 
investment for people. People with 
post-secondary education have less 
unemployment rates than other 
groups. People would be able to 
work with a post-secondary 
education, and would not be drawing 
on social service. Social lifestyle has 
a lot to do with health and the 
determinants of health are social in 
a lot of ways. So we are trying to 
push post-secondary education as an 
investment and as a important part 
of the future and in Canada. 
"What the campaign is doing 
is putting out different kinds of 
fact sheets on post-secondary 
standing in Canada and in B.C. in 
particular, then asking people to 
send postcards to the Minister Paul 
Martin or write a letter about their 
experiences either as students or as 
. :-:-:} 
<-- :;>.~:~ ~;~;.~ .;r -~ ----{;:~-'~, < -*-
~ 
1. 
workers jn the cOmmunity talking 
about the fact thafwithout the 
education they wouldn't be doing 
the work that they're doing. Trying 
to make the point that this kind of 
funding is 
you say what you want, you'll 
never get it. What has traditionally 
happened in the past is a block 
transfer to the provinces from the 
federal government, certainly parts 
of that are tagged 
important or we 
will end up with a 
system where only 
the very well-to-
do are able to 
[afford] post-
secondary 
education or that 
students are going 
to end up with a 
budget-straining 
high debt load 
way beyond what 
they are already, 
1( ••• this kind of as being for health, for social 
services, for post-
secondary 
education. The 
provinces aren't 
required to spend 
it in that way, and 
what they have 
traditionally done 
is that post-
secondary 
education hasn't 
which is out of contru1. 
funding is 
important or we 
will end up with 
a system where 
only the very 
well-to-do are 
able to [afford} 
post-secondary 
education ... " 
received all of the 
"The basic objective is to 
ask the government to restore 
transfer levels. A lot of people 
have said to us that's unrealistic at 
this time and perhaps it is. Unless 
muucy u111L Will; tagged for them. It 
has been spread across the three 
areas, and so one of the things that 
we want to say is 'let's review how 
it is that we fund post-secondary 
education.' 
Let it snow, let it snow, 
LET IT SNOW! 
by Veronika Zador 
Waking up in a winter morning, 
looking out the window and seeing a 
white, snow covered landscape; all 
this seems poetic and exciting, until 
we realize that we are not on a ski 
resort but in the city. Then we start 
to worry that we might miss out on 
the exciting lectures scheduled for the 
day or maybe even have to postpone 
writing a much looked- forward-to 
test. 
To get inform-ation regarding 
school closures, students and staff 
can turn on one of the following 
radio stations: CKNW AM 980, 
CISLAM 650, CBC AM 690, 
CFUN AM 1410. These and other 
radio stations will have information 
on whether the classes are canceled 
and when the institution will reopen. 
People are asked to rely on the 
information given out by the local radio 
broadcasts, instead of calling the College 
Switchboard, since it would get 
impossible to get through if everyone 
dials the same number. 
If the college is closed. we'll have 
the whole day for studying or for 
dreaming about those white covered 
hills .... or actually heading to a ski resort! 
stuff and moving it trying to move this 
out from the faculty been doing that out into the 
to students and then two years ago. community of 
out to the students. 
community. It's Given that we One of the 
hard at this point haven t we're things that has 
because we haven't concerned me is 
done an awful lot to still trying to trying to make the 
talk to people in the raise awareness connection for 
community outside communities of 
of the college. about the issue. " people who don't 
Certain people, ---------- traditionally have a 
because they are part of the alumni lot of contact with post secondary 
association or they are a part of the education, but may have 
foundation, understand the aspirations or dreams that they 
contributions that the college hold for their children. We're 
makes to the community. hoping that the efforts will [make a 
"The average person difference], even if people say that 
probably doesn't think about the it's too late to make a major 
college in relation to the contribution impact, which it may very well be. 
to the community in terms of the My perspective on it is that [we 
number of people it employs. The need to] make some noise about it, 
number of students who come here, and we haven't. We didn't do it 
the fact that those students come to two years ago when we should've 
live close to the place, if they can, started planning which would've 
they spend their money in this been best, but hindsight is perfect. 
community, etc., etc., etc. It's hard That doesn't mean we shouldn't 
to make that point when you're in think about it now. 
the midst of a crisis. We should've 
been doing that two years ago. 
Given that we haven't, we're still 
A7!Vwav 
Peop/q are unrttaSon(l/)/q, illoglC(l/, tmd self--centered. 
Love them anyway. 
if you do good, people will accuse you of selfiSh u{terior motives. 
Do good anyway. 
lfyou are SI:UX:I1Ssfol )'Ott Win f(ilse fttends and true. en~ies. 
Succeed anyway. 
The good you do today will be forgotten tomorrow. 
Do good anyway. 
Honesty and jfttnkness make )lOu vulneraole. 
Be honest andfrankanyway. 
....... 
People favour underdogs, but follow only top dogs. 
Fight/or some underdogs anyway. 
What you spend.years building may be destroyed ov~rnight. 
Build anyway. 
People really need help, but may attack you if you help them. 
/lelp people anyway. 
Give the world the best you have, and you 'II get kicked in the teeth. 
Give the world the tlestyou have 
Anyway. 
~NTOMBI MAYABA 
(speaking of the New South Africa) 
Beneath the Tower of Babel 
If I could see the inscriptions in the folds of your brain. 
tead the dreams there 
Ifl could get past the delicate touches 
that shatter my fingers .. 
l~uld maybe get somewhere from here 
Back near where I started. I am lying on the floor 
So it is a source of continual surprise that I am also sitting here 
My forces are divided 
I 11p0logi:ze for holding on to you so btUd 
But my forces were divided 
baCk wben I lost my body 
and each thing ceased to be just one 
It broke me then, that split perspective 
,..left me broken and scattered like the. nations of the world 
I wlll be careful, wben I take apart your Skull 
lptomiscyou "' 
that you won't miss it very much 
It,wiil stin3 when !teach inside 
it•$1ilwaY$ that way 
l have glory wedged beneath my ttngemails 
It butts a bit 
'l1:tt wonder sinks me d~ intQ the grou.Qd 
_:,Oust COUles. to dust and tcannol'brealhe 
t!-lrilcks upyout ~eat 
COats dor tongues 
fQm heat tht nails driven in over .my head 
l'l1e acnuching of beetles 1n the hollow, heavy air 
~.then ailcnce, Uke wind in a tunnel 
'~~o~tap . 
% ·. ~\ve learn to 1htget ' •• 
.;::-:/~' 
~·.:so mUch Weight 
Ia tbete too much of' you 
~~not en6u$h.Ofme 
:J~. ';-;: .. - ~* 
l'ilaotn$ thts 
because thopeyou know the answct 
Ht\t~to hope somelhing.I ~ 
A;re,.we going to get anywhere fum:l he~:e? 
:~f® 
~:.~:;: 
·_;:. 
Oh God wbat have I done, 
\l've eatenl ·· . 
A,si~ Jn my eye~ onl~. 
No one knows .··. 
The way I feel, 
A sickening thought 
Of pounds I may gain. 
; }Vhy do I do tt~s~ , 
' agein and again? , 
l have to lose weight, 
It's an easy way out. 
Just a walk down the pal)way, 
Behind clos~ door&~ 
Me and my tinier 
To endorse once more. 
The food tasted great, 
But enough is enough, 
'ftte longer it sits thet"e, 
More calories lost. 
Th~ sooner it leaves me, 
The better I'll be:' 
Me and my fingers, 
always will be. 
by Starla Kingston 
Mtiddlt of tkt ro'd 
too yo11"9 Cto do it) 
;ut '"otktr victiM~ 
st,riK9 "''"kly 
KOt SttiK9 'KytkiK9 
got ' kllKdrtd P'9" of poli sci 
to rf'd. 
WHAT DO YOU DO ? 
flu,t d() J()U do wheftyqu have a crush on someone? 
Wha( do you dtt JPhen.just the merest thought of the person 
l#iitrtdiately pastes-4 stnfli(u; the, on your lips? 
~4tdu Yf)U dQ when that ptfso~h !~avalllible to you, completely/ 
What tlo you do when yqu see th/$ pem.m a few times a week and, to 
use (l(t old cliche, they don~ even know you t~re Qfivel 
What d() yuu dq when you,fur tlt;flrSt tllfU ;, ygifflife, seriqusly st411 to fantasit,e 
·~md t~aYuea, about your:crUSh?t ;;;;:•:::::-·-· ·:::::::::::::::~w~:::·:· :-=·:-:·•·:-::::·- .·:?:· 
What a<1 you d() when you /(){)k at thenr, see them ()r think about 
thent 4tul you can't breathe? 
''::.:: <-?\: 
,::(>:: .·. :- :;:;. \<>: -<;::: _ ~;~::t::;:::=_:::;::: C ·.· .· . - C·. . · ~ 
What tJq you do;when you find Jt 1{4rd f() epen wd~ ihf$ persoli in the face wtJ/t()Ut 
sh.owing that yoU h4Ve a crush <rn :(~tUtt? ·:~:: :~ 
What 4<1 you d() when you talking to your crush and w/tQt comes 
Up is yo;if!e/liJce rUiltnillr,. ··;d,Hial them beCflUSe you fee/like 
y<~u can '(ll4[!d the 
-·· ·:;.; .. ·.~:: 
0 
f) 
8 
C(/;he crJhr:i.st'liue.s e5onfli 
~-.. ·~ .:ii~: 
" The cel~bration ~f. Christmas w!:~ all"~j~ feelings ofj~y, h4~iness 
expressed in music. It~ dunng this tilt;;'that people who pnerally aren't 
year forget their inhibitions and start singing. Whether or not you'rJ a J)}."t)tessi•on~u 
guitarist, now~ the time to start singing. .i 
In this ,~ompilation of Christmas songs, rx;Jtcied to;tbclude all tht!•il.l!LV(]•nt:e 
remember the words to. r hope you'll use thifli~sue of t:!f~ Other 
family gather around the Christmas tree. # 
•' 
~: 
THE CHRISTMAS SONG 
Chestnuts roasting on an open fite. 
Jack Frost nipping at your nose. 
Yuletide carols being sung by a choir. 
And folks dressed up like eskimos. 
Everybody knows a turkey and some 
Mistletoe help to make the season bright. 
Tiny tots with thier eyes all aglow 
Will find it hard to sleep tonight. 
They know that Santa's on his 'V,ay, 
He's loaded lots of toys and goodies 
On his sleigh. And ev'ry mothers 
Child is gonna spy to see if 
Reindeer really know how to fly; 
And so, l'm offering this, 
Simple phrase lo kids from 
One to ninety-two. 
_::~-
Altho' it's been said many times, 
Many ways, 
"Merry Christmas to you!" , 
-~~­
SANTA CLAUS IS CO MIN' TO TOWN 
You better watch out 
You better not cry······ 
Better not pout, 
I'm telling you why: 
Santa daus is coming to town 
He's making a list ·~ 
And checking it twice 
':-:·:·: 
Gonna find out who's naughty and nice 
Santa Claus is coming to town 
He ~ees you when you're sleeping 
He knows when you're awake : , -
He knows if you've been bad or good 
So be good for goodness sake! 
:-~-:-
You better watch out 
You better not cry 
Better not pout ,. 
I'm telling you why: 
Santa Claus is coming to town 
HAvE YOURSELF AMER.R,.YLITTLE CHRISTMA~ .•.. 
Have yourself a merry little Christmas 
Let your heart be light 
From now on our trouble will be out of sight ?< 
Have'yourself a merry little Christmas 
Make the Yuletide gay 
From now on, our trouble will be a miles away 
Here we are in the olden day 
Happy golden days of yore . , , .. 
FaithfUl friends who are-dear t6us% '' r .· 
Gather near to us once more 
Through the years we all Will be together 
l~the fates allow Hang ~ shining star , · ·· · 
On the highest bough 
And have yourself a merry little Christmas now. 
.. 
~~-
•... 
:::·}~···· 
:~· . 
. 'f <: ¥ 
·t 
For lo!j;he days are na~•t:nuu~ 
By prophets seen of 
When with the ever 
Shall come the time uu•o.t>~ ... lrt 
When the new heav'n and 
The prince of Peace their 
And the whole world send 
Which now the angels $iHg. 
... -·ilif::~ 
~: 
···_,..; 
------------------------~------~--- - ~~~~~ 
Hark to the bells, hark to the bells 
Telling us all , jesus is King! 
Strongly they chime, sound with a rhyme 
Christmas is here! Welcome the King, 
Hark to the bells, Hark to the bells, 
This is the day, day of the King. 
Peal out the news o'ver hill and dale, 
And round the town tellin' the tale 
Hark to the bells, Hark! to the bells. 
Telling us all, Jesus is King! 
Come one and all happily sing 
Song of good will, 0 let them sing! 
Ring, silv'ry bells, sing joyous bells! 
Strongly they chime, sound with a rhyme, 
Christmas is here, welcome the King! 
Hark! To the bells, Hark! To the Bells 
Telling us all, jesus is King! 
Ring! Ring! Bells! 
LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW! LET IT SNOW! 
Oh the weather outside is frightful 
But the fire is so delightful 
And since we've now place to go, 
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow. 
It doesn't show signs of stopping 
And I brought some corn for popping. 
The lights are turned way down low. 
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow. 
The,fire is slowly dying 
And, my dear, we're still goodbying. 
But, as long as you love me so, 
Let it snow! Let it snow! Let it snow! 
MY FAVORITE THINGS 
-=~ ·. 
Raindrops on ro;es and whiskers on .kittens 
Bright copper kettles and warm woolen 
Brown paper packages tied up with sr:rings 
These are a few of my favorite things ' 
~: -~: 
Cream colored ponies, and crisp apple 
Doorbells and sleigh bells and schnitzels •n•.u ""'V'" 
Wild geese that fly with the moon on 'the 
These are a fe\VJ>f my favorite things ;;~~ . 
::;: 
~~=·: 
No--el, No-et: No;:el., No-el 
Born is 'the King .of,Js~ra~el. :, " . , 
'» ,~, 
·, ~ :''·. 
They looked up and saw a star 
Shining in the east, beyond them far, 
And to the earth it gave great light, 
And so it continued both day and night. 
No-:el, No~el, No-;el, No-el · · 
"'Borii in,the King of Is-rac:et. 
· And by the light of that same star 
Three wisemen came from country far; 
To seek for a King was their intent, 
And to foliow the star wherever it went. 
Refrain: 
. -i 
took its rest; 
both stop and stay, 
place where Jesus lay . 
• . . know assuredly 
· · · house the King did lie; 
.,. .... '""'•'•'· ... it them for to see, 
Babe in poverty. 
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VISIT OUR SALES CENTRB 8t DISPLAY SUITES TODAY. 
Open Daily Noon - sPM (exupt Fri<lays) 
720 C\lti'MJM)N St'aEJT • Naw WESt'MINSTmt 
CALL JIM FORD 
540-6350 
by Pa~l .A4drew 
Aries (Mar~}-Apt19} ..... .. •••·•· .•..• .. · . .········· 
Change i~ goQd fot right how. You nuiy h~ve been thinking of SOme tadiCa! a' , er. )il .. tt. Ute fuftri.l 
your lifestyle, Just do. it! Last titne you w~ ap.vi;;ed to prove yourself, YOU; thOUght .· Ul·c··j t .. !. ro· t~K'?\11(1 
five minijtes ay.dthendtddedyouhavenoihltig to prove bevause everyone ypuknowiUcsstl. 1ariVritit 
equal D~ti'tg~~ too caugli~ Up iii yoursdf!Ji6ugh. ,. h ,, ..•......••. , ......... . 
rlib~ (~pi2~t1!~~~) . . · 
Youha!e Jia&.aioligh couple of weeks and it's time t9 snuggle up in frontifa 'r(,a:QJng.lJr.t.•With 1 
a cozy little textbook Don!tget toHattached to it, it's merely a'toolto ser· ve':yolltrunettdittg '~'~""~ ... u~. 
secUJ:ity, truth and umverslil hapPiness. Forget abou.~ adldetnic kru:nvledi:e ... ,Ll.,. A.&U.U 
seek cari 't be found lnstandafd text Use this rationale 
Gemini (May it:.June 20} ...... . . ............ . 
lbere's sti!I quite a; bitof tiiovement going on in your little world and it WilfC~·. )n~iltl~rJo:t 
._yeek of the new moon. It~ be a good idra not to be so inquJsitive, really! ~()U'll HntHhlilll:Jl WJill 
come t0 you easier 'that way. However, the tWo t's of Sagittarius are playing With yot¢-headl. ].4'1~1et I 
investigation of your soul-mate may be pertinent. Don'ta&k questions, just stare at .. 
long, long, tong time, ·· 
Cancer (June 2l~July72) .. . .. . i . 
For the past littiewhlle you mayhavehad the odd request to explain~~· .~: .. - ; .. ,..., .... ,,.,...,,Ln..,, ....... 
it's good idea to stop dOdging these i~quiry:s and you may sUrpriSe youcielf. impress y91~ fnt\1id~ BJiii 1 
family, and discoverthll~ litt1e piece <if fluffi~yout right front pocket is actually an. ipit)()ft~ pb'~ii 
number. December 21.s ap~ently a,.goodt!me for that all important first date, sp see ·· 
out thlJ.t damn numbed ' 
d.t ·:··· ·::-:>: :;~: ··. ::~: 
.. £66 (Jhl~23~A.rig :22) ( ·.·.·. ······· ' .... .·.. / . . •· 
Wow! You hl;~ aos~iutely expl()ding with ·cOnfidence this week! How "''"" ~""" cc·= 
yo~ ~~Sic? Well, it'~ nottliat harq!¢ figuie out, butit may humble you a bit Use ~· "' '"'·c·G 
all your.Chrisunas 8hopj)1ng done~yop can follow your mends around the mail 
Then you cansaysomeili!)ig smug}jke: i'Boy, am I ever glad all mine is done!" 
.. , .· •.. · .. ... .. s·· ... . .. ;:;:;:;:;~::·::::::·. . . .. 
November 28 1995 
·. "f=,-,orn" the 1'\Jovembe,-, '2'2. 
~ New W eri; New Music Conce'Pb. 
,, " Mvsic p-refo~med bq the 
Oouel"" College New Mus-ic bnS'emble. 
Kathyrn (:<rrnavFk"'~< !=lvte; ~ icheaL $J;,.u,!:f;~ita;; , 
Robe-rt tC41dweiL\~e-rcussion; Guest %\r'tlst, ~~en ..... 
DuggC4n, Bar'itone. . .,. . ...
\: 
Recently, an off campus organization has placed 
their literature in our publication without our con-
sent. Although the Other Press regards free speech 
as a great freedom of our society, we do not support 
the views expressed by the above mentioned litera-
ture. 
If those responsible happen to read this we would 
greatly appreciate it if such tracts would remain out-
side the domain of our publication. 
11 
Gad;Ooks, w~t~;; such stuff for yout8Pe~ ·· 
experience, and, well, other things. There's a TPU.P ... ~,, . n. ... 
a Sky diggers concert, another book review, so much 
music you will think your ears have exploded. Much 
music, get it?'And then there's them film reviews, 
which no doubt you have come to expect from us, but, 
:., 
this time they have pictures ... oooh, . 
' ~ 
.. ······· rtTo Do 
Concert 
Noon at New West, Nov 30, Dec 3, Student Showcas~ Recitals, in the. · 
Performing Arts Theatre,l2:30 pm. Free admission. lnfo 527-5495. .···. 
The Art Gallery ..... 
.. Th~. :Art Gallery is located on the fourth floor, right by tbe Nort~ . 
ElevalDrt ·•· ·········· 
B~ckstage, by D~;vid Cooper, showing Nov 14 •tn Dec 20. 
Off Campus Arts 
Theatre 
Fraser Valley Gilbert and Sullivan Sodety presents Pinoechio, by 
David Swan. Nov 23-5, 29, 30, & Dec 1,2,6-9. At the Surrey Arts Theatre 
'lix$16.25 Sen/Stdnts $11.251nfo. Phone 596-1515. 
It's Blowin' Growin1 & Glowin on Bowen. From Nicola Cavendish 
· •. a,T~$1\rts Club Thea~e Mainstage until Dec 6. Info 687;1644. ..... ../; .. 
··.·.··.·. C~ttin' A Rug, a S~ottish comedy by John Byrne at Studio 58 No~ zf l 
-DeclO. Info 323-5227. · 
\A Particular clau ~(Women, at Station Street Arts Centre's lnd 
~ta ' (930 Station ~t.)~ov 24- Decl6. Thurs- Sat. 9:15pm. Info 688-
;0 .. ;~ji§~.liw•· Boat at ~~,j~d ,~entre (298 Robson St.) Begins Dee 1. Tix · 
S99YI6to 687-1644. ( 
AfroCentric and IErotique double biD presented by Sepia Players 
TheatricaJAssociation. Nov 30- Dee 17 at the luxurious Norman Rothstein 
. Theatfe, Jewish Community Centre (95J)West 41Ave) Tix $14/10 Students, 
Seniors: Info 875-0511. ;v~couver East Cult~ral Centre, Search for Intelligent Signs ofJJfe 
in the Universe. Opens Nov 15-Dec 2. 8 pm. Pay What You Can Mondays ... 
Info 254-9578. Also at the Cultch ... Vancouver Youth Theatre presents 
Minor Reality, and Off the Wall. Dec 7-9, 8 pm ... Local Anxiety presents 
The):"ear in Review. Dec 31, 6 pm and 9:30pm ... Rumble Theatre presents 
TABS Obviously a Major Malfunction Dec 7-9, 11 pm. Tix $12 ... 
Dark Horse Theatre presents The Sound of Whales. Dec 13 • 23. Tix 
SlS/IOstudents, seniors. Atthe FirehallArts Centre (280 E. Cordova St.) 
Info 689-0926. 
Rodgers and Hammerstein's Cinderella, at the Deep Cove Shaw 
Theatre, Nov 15 -Dec 2. Tix $12, $10 sen./stdnt. Info 929-9456. 
t{;~l~ry · 
Vancouver East Cultural Centre, Nora Patrich & Juan M. Sanchez. 
America A Continent-woodblock prints and lithographs. Nov ll..Jan 3. 
Vancouver Women's Health Collective presents Action Through Art. 
Our .Bodies: Images for a Revolution. Begins Dec 6, 7-10 pm. 219-1675 
West 8dJAve, tix $8~15. Info contact Christine 987-2427. 
'V.~~tgiiverArt:GaUery (750Hornby) Mary Pratt and Aganetha Dye~ 
Dec20 ! Marcb3. ' · 
See.ulg in Tongues, A Narrative of Language and Visual Arts in 
Quebec; Nov 10 ·Jan 14. At Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery (1825 
Main MaD:) 
~1'U.ach: Cl~jdquot P{otest. N~v 4- Dec 17 at J>resentation House 
G . . . .. ... . . . !J3 Cliesterfi~d A~ei N. Van,) ······· t \ · , 
. y\ f ~fke• Kathleen ~oynahan. Nov 14- Dee 16 at Western Fro~t (303 
E. 8th~ve) A recent griduate from SFUFaeulty or Contemporary Arts. 
This is hedirst solo exhibit. 
xS~r,reyRemembet\ u exhibit. commemorating the 50th anniversary 
~f ' ·· ~fb~~-~~~~J{!:S!~t!;~o~:U~:~ a~dl:~hives .. .. 
••• P!ileert . . . 
,;!;~rouver Opera, presents Mozart's opera buffa, Cosi FaaTUtte. 
OptJt!~ovl5.Nov1~pO. Dec 2 & 4. 
PM~~i~: in tbe Morning, TUes. Wed. & Thurs . . 10 am, coffee, klatch, 
l(t:~ini;hour long co~cerf;with commentary. Dec 5-7, an entire morning 
of Beethoven by RObert Silverman. At the Vancouver Academy of Music, 
Koerner Recital Hall, 1270 Chestnut St. Tix $18, $16 seli. Info 813-4612. 
Stephen Isserlis (ullist) Rena Sharon (pianist), Dec 10. 8 pm 
Playhouse. 
'· .Pee ~9, 20, Calit.ta S!ngets' Christmas. 8 pm at Ryerson United 
Cliufch. Dec 22 at CeDtenniaJ Theatre. Tis: $20/15 stunents, seniors. 
Speaking of Christmas, French Tickner reads that Dylan Thomas 
poem, and more festive stuff, with a trio of musicians. Music by Bach, 
Vivaldi, Paganini and Vieuxtemps. Dec 10 at Van. E. Cultural Centre 
(1895 Venables.) Tix $18/11115 general/student/senior. More things at the 
Culkh ••• Brenda Johima sings backed by Reuben Gurr and band, and a 
chorus directed bt Joey Minshall, Dec 3, 7:30pm ... 
Handel's Messiah by the Vancouver Bach Choir. Dec 15, 16. 8 pm. 
And a matinee sing-a-long Dec 17 at 2:30pm. At the Orpheum. 
A Silver Christmas, Vancouver Chamber Choir at the Hotel 
Vancouver, 3 pm, Dee 17. · 
Spirit of the West w/ Junkbouse, Dec 6, 7 at the Commodore. Doors 
8:30pm. 
I 
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Ceedee Critiques 
A~t~~ 
A~t~~ 
i ~ 
1 
! i Dark. Sinister. Disturbing. Apt terminology indeed when 
i attempting to describe the black-hearted sound produced by seminal 
i j Seattle greats Alice In Chains. Part of the original foursome, including 
i Nirvana, Soundgarden, and Pearl Jam, who pioneered and then 
I! popularized the Sub-Pop, grunge-metal sound of Seattle garage-bands, Alice In Chains have emerged as an element unto themselves 
and as a band with something to prove, and more importantly, with 
something to say. 
Combining the stripped-down and reconstructed monolith 
that was Sabbath with a buzzing psychedelic groove, Gothic-metal 
riffs and their own deeply-ingrained punk sensibilities, band members 
Layne Staley (vocals, guitar), Jerry Cantrell (guitars, vocals), Mike 
Inez (bass -used to play for Ozzy Osbourne), and Sean Kinney 
(drums) have put together an impressive selection of songs in this, 
their fifth release, which showcases the best elements of their past 
efforts along with a few new twists and turns. 
Stark, yet atmospheric and dream-like, Alice In Chains takes 
the listener on a trip into the mindscapes of main songwriters Staley and Cantrell; a hazy, hungover, yet disturbingly inviting world which 
always leaves a lasting impression on unwary visitors. 
Opening track 'Grind' immediately promises to become a classic, drawing the listener in with Cantrell's trademark crunching 
grooves laid down over an instantly catchy melody, all the time surrounded by Staley's tortured, borderline psychotic vocals, setting the 
stage for the album's overall theme of alienation and disillusionment. Other favorites include 'Head Creeps,' a turgid, sluggish grind 
highlighted by Kinney's frantic, almost tribal drumming beneath a sparse, low-end, bottom sound and haunting lyrics, and 'Again,' a bass-
driven, chaotic headbanger that is bound to become a favourite in mosh-pit circles. 
Alice In Chains have always been one of the more haunting and emotive exports from Seattle, and here, as on previous releases, 
they continue to grow and expand upon explored territory, this time preserving their original "groove 'n grind" formula perfected on the 
Facelift and Dirt albums, while also adding some of the more melodic elements explored on EP's Sap and Jar of Flies, which serve 
effectively in complimenting their free-form, cerebral song structures and stark, strangely compelling lyrics. 
Overall, an interesting and impressive release from a talented band who never seem to be at a loss for new ideas and musical 
inspiration. Oh yeah, cool cover art too, of a three-legged-dog which is apparently based on drummer Kinney's experiences as a young boy 
delivering papers being, and being chased by another three-legged dog called Tripod. Must have been pretty traumatizing, but then again, 
this is a pretty traumatized band, which disturbs its listeners and makes them thankful for it later. So, if you're one of those people, check 
it out! 
When I had heard the Toronto band Rusty's self-titled, five song EP I was quite 
interested in what a full length recording would be like from them. I wondered if they could 
keep up the same momentum and energy that made such a big impression_ on me when I first 
listened to the EP. Well, if you're considering buying Fluke and you happen to see the EP, buy 
the EP instead (assuming that it is cheaper than Flu*e.) 
Not to knock the band, who have a fantastic live reputation, but the other five 
tracks on Fluke just aren't as strong as the five that were on the EP. Songs like 'Tar Water' and 'California' just bring Fluke down with their 
mediocrity. Hopefully these songs have more vitality live than they do on the album. 
The only song that really stuck out in my mind was 'Groovy Dead,' a great song which, had it replaced 'Billy Boy,' could have 
made the EP that much more powerful. The strongest track by far is the first single 'Wake Me,' which has received extensive air play on 
Canadian Radio and Much Music. 
Other tracks that stand out are 'k.d. lang,' and 'Punk,' both from the EP. The current single 'Misogyny' has its moments, but it is 
nowhere near as infectious, or inspired as 'Wake Me.' However, none of these tracks warrant going out and buying Fluke, it just doesn't 
have the strength to support itself as a strong first effort. Just go see them live and hope for the best next time around. 
there's no reason why you wouldn't like this album. 
•~ lnulldmaaa 
What would you do if your twin sister and bandmate were 
struggling with a heroin addiction and thus delaying the progress of 
your band and you have the urge to put out new music and have a 
label willing to release anything you record and you have a dedicated 
fanbase desperate for new material? Well, you would probably do 
what Kim Deal and anyone else in this situation would do: Start a 
new band! 
The Amps are Breeders Jim MacPherson and Kim Deal's 
new side project while they wait for Kelley Deal to get over her 
problems. However, this is no !-have-weird-creative-urges-and-
must-satisfy-them-somehow-but-can't-record-them-with-my-
regular-band-because-it-might-alienate-my-mainstream-fans kind of 
side project. The Amps sound almost exactly like The Breeders. 
This can of course be attributed to the fact that Kim Deal writes all 
the songs in both bands, and she has her own distinctive writing 
style. If you like The Breeders or just quirky guitar pop in general, 
In fact, if you're a Breeder's fan, you might as well buy this CD because there's no guarantee that this isn't the closest to a follow-
up to Last Splash that you '11 ever find. The Breeders may be a thing of the past, never again to be seen on the stage. Pacer seems too close 
to previous Breeders material for Deal to justify its existence as a simple side project. It's the same vocals, the same guitar, the same 
drumming, and the same production. The latter could be improved, but all in all Pacer stands up pretty well. If only we could get Kelley 
and Breeders' bassist Jo Wiggs to join The Amps, all would be alright in the world again. 
•111111111 kralm•-i•mla 
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Bad name, lame album and the same tired techno/ambient 
music that was made obsolete by Alex Patterson (Orb) in 1991. 
Perhaps Eat Static has been around for a while, perhaps they were 
even the same people who created the typical-sounding dancey, 
ambient music that I've been hearing for the last five years. However, 
even this isn't a good excuse - ever heard of growth and 
development? 
There's a reason that I keep turning back to Patterson and 
Brian Eno: because they keep pushing their boundaries. Eat Static's 
music is simply static; nothing distinguishes it from the other run-
of-the-mill "technologists." Hopefully thesse guys will break out 
creatively, but until that time, don't waste your money. 
Faith, do I 
have any in this CD? 
Well, maybe. The CD 
starts out pretty good 
with 'No Other Love' 
and 'Fallin' in Love' 
but by the fourth song 
Evans' music is just boring. It's a CD good for a few songs but that's 
about it. Stylistically she sounds like Mary J. Blige, TLC and other 
divas of the 90's. This is a problem; it's all been done before, the 
same rhythms, the same driving bass and the same vocal style. As 
for vocals, Faith has mastered that. 
The only acoustic instruments used are a piano in the 'Thank 
You Lord Interlude' and a muted trumpet, which adds a jazzy flavour 
to 'Give It To Me.' This music is great for kicking back, not much 
for dance music. The most upbeat songs are even slow, good music 
for a rainy day. If you're a huge fan of Mary J. Blige or TLC this 
CD is for you, if you aren't pass it by. 
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T r a c y 
Chapman with a 
lower, breathier voice. 
The CD starts out with 
a slow jazz ballad, 
which Armatrading's 
voice is suited for, but 
progresses to almost 
every style imaginable. From folk, pop, rock, country, to the blues 
-she sings it all. Her West Indian roots come out in 'Shapes and 
Sizes' and the use of the Kronos Quartet is a nice touch too. 
Anna trading knows how to write songs -unfortunately the vocals 
lack the power to communicate her message to the listener. 
I thought the lyrics were beautiful, warm and personal. 
They are soulful, elegantly orchestrated and well produced but no 
song really sticks out as a number one hit on any chart. She is not a 
true commercial artist- she says that she writes "because I love it." 
She is also a pretty good guitar player and the mucicianship here is 
great. The instumentation reminds me of Bruce Cockburn with lots 
of acoustic guitar, drums and some keyboards to spice the music up. 
.I IIUII &lrreU 
Mooooovies 
Doom Generation, another self-styled Gen X film flails. 
Something about bestiality? A film with too much flocking raaa-aates ewe poor cinema-aaa. 
by Peter T. Chattaway 
Posers, the lot of them. 
From the film's title to its closing 
credits ("photographed on location in hell,") 
The Doom Generation smells of pretentious, 
apocalyptic, pop-junk, art-fucking. This in 
itself needn't be a bad thing, but somehow I 
was hoping Gregg Araki (The Living End, 
Totally F***ed Up) would give us a little 
more than just "Doom doom doom, let's go 
back to our room." 
Sex and junk, sex and junk. Oh, and 
some death, too. Give Freud a slurpee and 
he'd have a blast. Jordan White (James 
Duval) is having a hard time getting it up in 
Amy Blue (Rose McGowan)'s car when 
rumbling drifter Xavier Red (Johnathan 
Schaech) jumps in the back and tells them, 
ever so rudely, to drive him outta there. With 
surnames like that, you know there's an all-
American threesome just waiting to happen 
(at least it's less obvious than naming them 
Strawberry, Chocolate and Vanilla). And 
- where sex and politics mix, religion is sure 
to follow. 
Religion rears its tacky 
Sex itselfbecomes just another form of junk 
food consumption. (Film pioneers must have had 
Araki's libido in mind when they invented the 
horizontal screen.) Xavier masturbates while Amy 
and Jordan go for a jiggly tumble in the tub, then 
sucks the semen off the back of his hand; later on, 
Amy discovers the finger-licking properties of 
Xavier's Kentucky-fried rectal residue (yee-hah!). 
By the time Schaech steers the dialogue onto the 
topic of sex with animals, it's apparent that the farm 
boy from How to Make an American Quilt must 
have spent a little too much time wrapping his buns 
'round the 100% beef back home. 
Duval injects what soul he can into the film, 
though it's hard to tell whether his existential 
musings are seriously intended or just a sly form of 
Keanu-spoofing. It's not until his final scene that 
he dispels his goofiness and projects something a 
little more visceral. McGowan, with her California 
accent and black mop, comes across like Alicia 
Silverstone's foul-mouthed evil twin, her bobbed 
hair dipped in a can of shoe polish, sneering at 
everything in sight. If she could bottle contempt, 
she'd make a mint. 
Where the film really fails to deliver is in its 
overall structure. Every fast-food joint houses 
someone who mistakes Amy for an ex-lover. Every 
jilted Romeo loses a limb or two trying to snag Amy 
eschatological head in the Jesus tattoo Xavier keeps on his dick ("so 
that when I fuck someone, they can say they have Jesus inside them'') 
and in the corner stores frequented by our hapless pseudo-symbolic 
trio, where every purchase adds up to $6.66 and ominous white-on-
that "shoplifters will be executed." Seeing Perry Farrell behind the and swears revenge. But not every oath is followed up. Loose ends 
till does have its own hallucinogenic charm, but you know the world's are strewn about the script like so many spilled french fries, but they 
going to hell in a handbag when a high-class Hollywood madam never get picked up. In the end there's no doom, just a half-empty 
like Heidi Fleiss (in her first movie 'role') has to find work peddling gas tank and a bag of stale Doritos. 
, black signs foretell the end of the world, warning would-be thieves the wares of that other sugar-coated Hostess. 
Casino poor gamble for Scorsese. 
De Niro, Joe Pesci and Sharon Stone pad 
the deck in his latest epic. 
by Peter T. Chattaway 
Casino opens with a bang - literally. Sam 
Rothstein (Robert De Niro) steps into a car framed 
so perfectly on the screen you just know it's going 
to explode. But oh, what an explosion it is. 
' Catapulted in his driver's seat, Rothstein 
soars on the cusp of the mushrooming flames 
as a tenor's aria bursts onto the soundtrack. 
That pretty much sets the pace for 
the film as a whole. Casino frequently flirts 
with cliches- it's especially familiar if you've 
seen GoodFe/las, Martin Scorsese's last 
collaboration with De Niro, Joe Pesci, and 
co-writer Nicholas Pileggi - but Scorsese 
invests so much energy in this venture that you can't 
help but be transfixed by it all. 
This is all the more remarkable because 
Rothstein remains quite opaque throughout his 
flashbacked narrative. A casino manager who's got 
the art of gambling down to a science, he's a 
professional businessman who never lets on 
whether he actually enjoys his line of work, the 
sort of anally retentive 
boss who, in the midst of 
all that is garish, tawdry, 
and indulgent about Las 
Vegas, badgers the chef 
for not putting enough 
blueberries in his muffin. 
But the soul of this 
character stays hidden 
behind all the details. 
This is 
particularly problematic 
when Rothstein meets 
Ginger McKenna 
(Sharon Stone), a chip-pinching hustler he falls in 
love with when he ought to be ejecting her from 
the premises. Instead, he marries her and gives her 
the only key to a safety deposit box worth a few 
million bucks. The script never explains why an 
abnormally careful gambler would let his guard 
down and put such blind trust in this emotionally 
insecure stranger. Apparently De Niro couldn't 
figure out his motivation either; when Rothstein 
proposes to Ginger, he delivers his lines so formally 
it's left to Stone to be the scene's emotional center 
(thankfully, she pulls it off.) 
The script is similarly laconic when it 
comes to the Rothsteins' home life. We see their 
baby, but only after a narrator tells us about the kid 
(perhaps the thought of Sharon Stone pregnant was 
too much for the Image Control department.) Much 
later, we see their daughter at the 
age of eight, but only after the 
parents' custody battle begins. 
Nothing we see of the Rothstein 
family comes close to the textured 
irony of Nicky Santoro (Pesci) 
brushing smuggled diamonds out of 
his wife's hair or making breakfast 
for his son after a late-night hit. It's a shame, really, 
since De Niro does prove, in other scenes, that he 
can display the sort of vulnerability most roles 
never offer him. 
Pesci, for his part, is as wickedly delightful 
as ever - he dominates Casino so assuredly that 
even a stalwart psycho like James Woods (who 
plays Ginger's pimp Lester Diamond) capitulates 
with a surprisingly reticent performance. 
Pesci has to be one of the few actors who 
could slap an ex-girlfriend, toss her down 
the stairs and out the door, and still get an 
audience's sympathetic laughter with a 
terse "Be careful." One minute he's the 
most violent, irrational prick you ever saw; 
the next he's actually trying to talk some 
sense into his fellow wiseguys. 
If it seems like Casino has no 
greater aim than to plagiarize our memory 
of GoodFe/las, well, perhaps that is the 
case. But the ol' moral ambivalence is 
buoyed along by a grab bag of nifty film 
tricks -funny subtitles, X-ray close-ups, irises and 
tints - that keep the film interesting, you barely 
notice its three-hour length. (At most, it feels like 
two and a half.) 
Like the institution for which it is named, 
Casino may be excessive and redundant, but it's 
so alluring - even addicting - that you forgive 
Scorsese for rolling the dice just one more time. 
Photos of two ofthefifms stars. But.jrom two different totally 
unrelated films . Can you guess which ones? 
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Concert 
Skydiggers 
Toronto Folk-Rockers dig emotional 
sky in Vancouver 
November 10 1995 
by D. G. Black 
After enduring the Skydiggers' 
opening act, Weeping Tile, a black 
banner wit!.t the word "Skydigger" was 
spread-out across the Commodore stage 
on Friday night, November lOth. It 
resembled the kind of hand-painted 
backdrop you'd see for 70's acts like 
the Doobie Brothers or BTO, or more 
currently (but not musically) Motley 
Crue or Bon Jovi. Then, the five-man 
Skydiggers band entered and placed 
themselves with their instruments. What 
came out next were familiar songs I've 
listened to for over five years; I stood 
back and they dug some sky. 
This band, dressed like dead-
ringers for a cheesy Holiday Inn cover 
band, showed their experience as 
performers and songwriters. The 
Skydiggers write from regular 
experiences and they appear to do it 
effortlessly. Singer/guitarist Andy 
Maize shares lead vocals with guitarist 
Peter Cash often harmonizing in the 
melodious breathiness that is the 
signature sound of the Skydigger's 
music. Maize takes the lead, then 
Cash, then Maize ... It's as if there are 
two different bands rolled into the same 
songs. 
The first few numbers had a 
harder edge to them, probably the part 
of the show that promoted the first of a 
two CD deal with Warner, Road Radio. 
Then they slowed into standards from 
earlier material such as I Will Give You 
Everything (if you don~ demand it) and 
the plaintive We Don't Talk Much 
Anymore. With two and sometimes 
three guitars, the 'diggers pulse-out a 
kind of mood that moves the musical 
soul. Songs often involve the theme of 
sweetly-connected love while others 
deal with some relationship's messy 
break -ups that can quickly sway humans 
from love to hate. This white soul-music 
meanders, sometimes repetitively, 
through a maze of emotions. It's good 
to be manipulated emotionally by good 
and genuine music. Much like Lloyd 
Cole and the Commotions earlier work, 
the Skydiggers have the same delicate 
touch on the strings. 
The Skydiggers have a 
casualness with the audience that 
compares to a good bar band playing a 
college gig. Friday night's skydiggin' 
music had couples at the Commodore 
body-spoonin' as they swayed to music 
they have grown to love. 
( . 
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Book 
Another Missing Book. 
What s the world coming 
too? Its impossible to leave 
to go to the bathroom 
without bolting everything 
down. Next thing you know. .. 
Nothing is sacred anymore. 
I hope the person that made 
off with this book learns 
something/rom it! [From 
the book. They already know 
why they stole it!] 
November 28, 1995 
Another Day, 
Another Doom 
Brian Gable 
Greystone 
:{~ 
.,. 
This book should be on the best sellers list, but it's not. It's 
the cartoon commentary work of Brian Gable, political cartoonist for 
the Globe and Mail, which touches on a wide range of issues. 
Although scattered throughout the book, this compilation 
offers an even distribution of Canadian national issues, Canadian 
regional issues, international issues, and general social issues. Of the 
regional and national issues, the topics with the most coverage are 
those of aboriginal issues and the deficit. There is one cartoon with a 
ship in the distant waters, two Native Indians standing atop a cliff 
overlooking the water, and two early Europeans saying " ... And right 
over there ... where those guys are standing ... we'll erect our 'Founding 
of the nation ' memorial ... " Gable doesn't stop there. Another cartoon 
has a footer that reads Cowboys and Indians. The cartoon is of an 
unimpressed aboriginal on a horse facing two judges and an old western 
movie male stereotype, all on horses as well. The westernish guy is holding an open envelope and a land claim with a 
signature and seal while exclaiming " ... Let's see ... the decision is in our favour! My, my ... this is a surprise!!" 
Although Gable does cartoons on Canadian issues, some of his other work concerning international affairs weighs 
heavily in this compilation. Pages upon pages of cartoons deal with situations in Russia, Bosnia, Rwanda, and the United 
States. One cartoon depicts two men discussing a newspaper article concerning the cane lashings in Singapore. One American 
electric chair manufacturer says to the other " ... Six lashes with a cane?!! That's~!!!" Another cartoon pokes fun at 
the thought of enforcing gun control, while another two just poke fun at George Bush overall. 
Of course, there are cartoons that do not fit into any of the aforementioned categories, such as a rock band's lack of 
obscenity charges, the overtake of technology (even for things as simple and non-technical as a sea shell), gays in the 
military, and euthanasia. One of the best cartoons on corporate invasion done by Gable in 1994 shows a crazed Uncle Sam 
yelling "Good morning Vietnam!!" to a subtle Vietnamese man while Sammy is leading a pack of suits off an embargo. 
Actually, the suits look like wind up dolls (in appropriate apparel: a Ronald McDonald suit, a Colonel Sanders suit, Coke, 
Hertz, GM, and Marlboro get ups, and, of course, an insane Mickey Mouse) ready to spread their corporations onto Asian 
soil. 
In the introduction to the book, Jeffrey Simpson, National Affairs Columnist for The Globe and Mail, explains how 
he was first introduced to the cartoonist in the spotlight. Simpson noticed that both he and Brian Gable oftentimes produced 
work on similar issues for The Globe and Mail, the only difference being that Gable left his audience laughing whereas 
Simpson was merely informing the public on political issues. He expressed his admiration quite plainly: "If the word is 
mightier than the sword, then cartoon is often mightier than the word." 
PRO-TYPE 
Resume specialist 
Papers, presentations, 
reports, etc. 
Desktop publishing 
Fax, courier & rush service 
Phone 522-6770 
Fax 522-2056 
POSITRON 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
~ J Student discount Wtth card. 
All brand names available. 
Quote reference. LFLF at 
597-8572 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUMES 
A well written, typeset, laser 
printed resume & cover 
letter will get you better 
results. Let me, an 
experienced writer/desktop-
publisher help. Next day 
service. 
Call Mark: 432-7917 
7 days a week • Low rates 
Metrotown area 
by Rachel Young 
LPI STUDENTS: Want 
to be able to pass the LPI 
exam? Then call me. Ihave 
a B.A. degree from UBC, 
and I can help you 
successfully meet the 
demands of the LPI marking 
system. Professional and 
individual instruction. 
Please call 438-4463 
RUMORSOFMY 
death have been greatly 
exaggerated. I was not 
amused or at all impressed ... 
and I'm still here. 
Dia Richardson 
QUALITY MUSIC 
INSTRUCTION: Ph.D., D. 
MA; Piano, Theory, History, 
Exam preparation, Trouble 
shooting: Call294-1613 
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AMERICANS 
IN THE 
CANADIAN 
FOOTBALL 
LEAGUE 
Lance Bradley , 
GRIZZLIES: 
SKEPTICAL 
OF THE 
SPECTACLE 
by Sean P. Veley 
I had my first opportunity to see 
the Vancouver Grizzlies in action on 
Friday, November 17, when they played 
host to the L.A. Lakers. 
Now, before we go any further, 
I should say that I've just recently been 
introduced to the game known as 
basketball; indeed, I only became a fan 
of professional sports after the Canucks 
managed to make it to the 1993-94 
Stanley Cup play-offs. 
Which brings me to a question 
'- currently on my mind: Why is it that a 
student newspaper such as 'The Other 
Press' is covering professional sports? 
It seems to me that it would be more 
appropriate for a student newspaper to 
cover student sports events, which don 't 
always get the coverage that they 
deserve in the professional media. 
It would be pointless for me to 
go into too much detail about a that will 
be over a week old by the time you read 
this. Suffice to 
say that the 
Grizzlies were 
unable to 
acquire their 
third win 
playing against 
the Lakers. But 
I must be fair. 
After all , they 
were able to 
maintain a lead 
against L.A. 
well into the 
second quarter; 
and being an 
NBA expansion 
team, one 
cannot expect 
too much from 
them in their 
first year. 
So, 
what can I tell 
you about the 
Vancouver 
Grizzlies that 
you haven't 
already either heard or read about? Well, 
maybe the fact that an NBA game at 
General Motors Place (a.k.a. 'The 
Garage') is about more than just 
basketball. Perhaps the best word to 
describe an 
NBAgameis 
'spectacle' ; 
Iotsa hype, 
cheerleaders, 
loud rhythmic 
music, even 
the odd 
celebrity 
(Linda Carter 
was in 
attendance, as 
was Jim 
Byrnes, who 
sang both the 
Canadian and 
American 
National 
Anthems). 
Every trick is 
used to get 
the crowd 
pumped. 
managed to put the ball through the hoop 
(which, by the fourth quarter, seemed to 
be a virtually 
impossible task for 
them). And when 
Bryant "Big Country" 
Reeves was allowed 
to play mid-way 
through the 2nd 
quarter you would 
have thought that 
judging by the 
crowd's response, 
Shaquille himselfhad 
walked out onto the 
court wearing that 
familiar teal-coloured 
uniform. 
So, having 
been initiated into the 
world of professional 
basketball, would I 
pay money to see 
another game? Most 
likely. Would I 
recommend that you 
H o we v e r , do the same? Well ... 
from where I maybe . Just 
was sitting, it rememberthatthere's 
didn't seem to more to what's going 
take much to get the crowd into the on than is apparent to 
game. A roar of enthusiasm rose from the eye. You might 
the crowd every time the Grizzlies enjoy yourself if, like the Wizard ofOz, 
15 
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you pay no attention to the man behind 
the curtain. 
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It's unfortunate that some people 
are so quick to criticize when they don't 
understand the volunteer nature of the 
Other Press. The following is a quoted 
sectiQR of the letter written last. issue by 
Dennis C. Moore and my response to it. 
I hope what I have to say will clarify the 
problem, and where the problem is. 
Dear the Other Press, 
the season had ended one week earlier. 
As the staff of the Other Press 
change every semester I cannot speak 
for the members of the paper last year. 
I find it very discouraging that 
Dave Dalcanale is writing selective 
articles for the Other Press. What is the 
sports co-ordinator doing? Why is not 
all of the sports being covered here at 
the college? It is not just women s rugby 
team, there is also very little about mens 
rugby, and if there is it has been 
submitted by someone on the team. I 
think that it is highly unfortunate that 
this is a regular occurrence here at the 
college. The Douglas Women s Rugby 
Team has been around for five years and 
only the last three have we been affiliated 
with the college. This way the college 
looks good for supporting women in 
upcoming sports and we get some minor 
funding. 
Dave Dalcanale takes the 
information that the coaches send to him 
team) have never 
sent the information 
to me[ sic]." 
What is the 
sports coordinator 
doing? Well, three 
times members of 
the women's rugby 
team have entered 
the offices of the 
Other Press and 
stated, "I want to 
write some stories 
about our team for 
you guys ." We 
agreed that she 
would also bring in 
a schedule of the 
games so we could 
send a photographer 
or a reporter to some 
of the events 
however all 3 times 
the story, and the 
schedule failed to appear in our office 
by deadline. · 
It wasri 't until the fourth time 
I am not sure how many of you 
students and sports fans even know that 
Douglas College has a women s rugby 
team. If you didn ~ know, you do know 
now so please don't plead ignorance. 
There are many people at this school 
who have been a great support to helping 
us achieve our goals over the last three 
years. Last year repeated attempts to 
get the Other Press involved with the 
whole range of sports here at the college 
(including mens and women s rugby) 
were to no avail. The one article that 
the women s rugby team asked you to 
print, got printed three issues later, when 
the information was no longer relevant. 
It was only then, after repeated 
persistence that you decided that you 
would send a photographer out to one 
of our games - only you were too late, 
and then writes the stories based on that. (November 18) a member came and 
All teams have the option of sending the gave me a copy of your schedule. 
info to him, "but they (women's rugby 
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I do not wish to place blame were unable to cover your games and 
upon anyone, however I would like to hope in the future it will be 
remove the fault from both Dave comprehensive. 
Dalcanale and the OP. We have tried 
several times without success to have Colin Stralak 
stories written. It is unfortunate that we OP Sports Coordinator 
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